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Abstract: 

In this project, a multiband planar inverted F-Antenna (PIFA) is proposed for wireless applications. PIFA attracts the research 

community, due to light weight, less radiation effect to human tissues and simple structure, easy fabrication than any other patch 

antenna. The available antennas in literature for wireless communication are for specified bands. In result it occupies more reg ions in 

transceiver. This project use single antenna for multi bands. And hence it has many challenges in designing mult i band PIFA 

antennas. Hereby we will propose an antenna with multiband capability. This antenna will be for bands of Wi-Fi (2.5GHZ) and 

WLAN(5.01GHZ). In order to increase the bandwidth, several slots are used on the radiating element. The antenna will be fabricated 

using FR-4 substrate with dielectric constant of 4.4. This substrate is chosen accordingly towards the fle xibility, good strength and 

resistant to pressure. The antenna will be designed and it will be simulated using high frequency structure simulator (HFSS) software. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The planar inverted-F antenna is popular for portable wireless 

devices because of its low profile, small size and built -in  

structure. The other major advantages are easy fabrication low 

manufacturing cost and simple structure. Also PIFA’s inherent 

bandwidth is higher than the bandwidth of the conventional 

patch antenna (since a thick air substrate is used). The basic 

PIFA (a “grounded” patch antenna λ/4 patch length instead of 

the conventional λ/2) consists of a ground plane, a top plate 

element, a feed wire feed ing the resonating top plate, and a DC-

shorting plate that is connecting the ground and the top plate at 

one end of the resonating patch. 

 

A planar inverted-F antenna consists of the following: 

 A radiating element 

 Substrate 

 Ground Plane  

 

Important parameters in designing planar inverted-F 

antennas are: 

 Shape of the radiating element 

 Substrate thickness 

 Substrate dielectric constant and tangent loss 

 

Type of feed used 

 

Planar inverted-F antenna consisting of a flat rectangular 

radiating element of metal mounted over a large sheet of metal 

called a ground plane. The radiating element is a metal with 

dielectric substrate and it consists of a feeding line and a 

shorting strip. The ground plane will be made of dielectric 

materials. 

 

II. DES IGN OF PLANAR INVERTED-F ANTENNA 

 

 
Figure. 1. Structure of antenna 

 

The structure of the antenna is shown in figure 1. The total 

dimension of this antenna is 50x50 mm. The length of the patch 

is 40x40 mm. The dimension of the source is 4x2 mm. In this 

antenna FR4 substrate and line feed techniques are used. The 

simulation is done using HFSS software.  
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Figure. 2. Antenna structure with dimensions  

 

TABLE. 1. ANTENNA SPECIFICATIONS 

 
 

III. RES ULTS  AND DISCUSS ION 

 

RETURN LOSS 

Return Loss or Reflect ion Loss is the reflection of signal power 

from the insertion of a device in a transmission line or optical 

fiber. It is expressed as ratio in dB relat ive to the transmitted 

signal power. The return loss of this antenna is shown in figure. 

In this antenna there are two notches at -18.9GHZ and -

31.6GHZ.If is the amplitude of the incident wave and that of the 

reflected wave, then the return loss can be expressed in terms of 

the reflection coefficient. For an antenna to radiate efficiently, 

the return loss should be less than -10 db. 

 

 

 
. TABLE II PARAMETERS  AND THEIR VALUES  OF THE 

ANTENNA 

Parameters Simulated value  

Return loss at notch 1 

(2.5GHz) 

18.9 dB 

Return loss at notch 2 

(5.15 GHz) 

31.6 dB 

Radiat ion pattern Unidirectional  

Dimension in mm 50 × 50 × 1.6 

 

IV. RADIATION PATTERN 

 

The radiation pattern is represented in fig. 4, this radiat ion 

pattern of the respective system pictures the radiation is 

unidirectional. The top represents the bottom view of the 

radiation pattern of the antenna and the second represents the 

top view of the radiation pattern of the antenna. the diagram is 

the collection of current distribution at various frequencies of 

the antenna structure. This enablesa clearideas on the current 

distribution of the antenna at its various nodes . 
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RADIATION PATTERN 1  

 
Figure.3.Current Distribution 

 

V. CONCLUS ION 

 

In this project, the multi-band Planar Inverted-F antenna for 

wireless application is proposed. This feed line. And by 

adjusting different positions of the feeding points and source. 

Also they can achieve higher performance with this adjusting 

and improvements. antenna has simple structure and design, 

which make it suitable for implement ing as an internal antenna. 

The bandwidth of antenna covers Wi-Fi/ W LAN applications. 

And shows better return loss and radiation pattern. Therefore 

the proposed antenna exh ibits the potential for mult iband PIFA  

antenna for wireless applications. The performance of this 

antenna can be improved by introducing a s ource in the in the 

feed line. And by adjusting different positions  of the feeding 

points and source. Also they can achieve higher performance 

with this adjusting and improvements. 
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